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STANDARD COST & SALES VARIANCES 

 

Variances are calculated to use standard costs for control purposes. The difference 

between the actual cost of a unit and the standard is the variance. 

Favourable variances increase profit. Adverse variances reduce profit. 

 
Once a variance has been identified, it is investigated and the cause established. 

If appropriate, corrective action is taken. This usually involves reducing or 

reversing an adverse variance.  

 

A variance in the profit from a product or batch of products can be broken down 

into variances in labour cost, material cost, variable production overhead, fixed 
production overhead and those related to sales. This helps to direct attention to 

possible causes of the variances. Each of these can be analysed further as shown 

below. 

 

 Labour cost variance  

o Labour efficiency variance 

o Labour rate variance 
 Material cost variance 

o Material usage variance 

o Material price variance 

 Variable overhead variance 

o Variable overhead efficiency variance 

o Variable overhead expenditure variance 
 Fixed overhead variance 

o Fixed overhead expenditure variance 

o Fixed overhead volume variance 

 Sales variances 

o Sales volume profit margin variance 

o Selling price variance 

 
The fixed overhead volume variance can be broken down into a variance due to 

efficiency and a variance due to capacity being other than planned. 

 

 

If a business uses marginal costing, rather than absorption, then there is no 

need for a fixed overhead volume variance. Only the expenditure variance is used. 
Sales variances are expressed in terms of the effect on contribution. 
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Calculation 

 

There are several techniques available to calculate these variances; the approach 

used below is just one of them. 
 

Labour efficiency 

 

Actual time taken (hours)     AT 

Less hours which should be taken (hours) (ST) 

Time difference (hours)       TD 
Multiplied by Standard rate (£ per hour) xSR 

Labour efficiency variance (£)    V 

 

 

Labour rate 

 
Actual rate (£ per hour)     AR 

Less standard rate (£ per hour)   (SR) 

Rate difference £ per hour       RD 

Multiplied by actual time taken (hours)         xAT 

Labour rate variance (£)      V 

 

Total labour cost variance 
 

Efficiency variance + Rate variance 

or 

Actual labour cost – Standard labour cost 
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Note: the calculations shown below use kilogrammes as an example. This could be 

any suitable unit of material: metres, square metres, litres, etc. 

 
Material usage 

 

Actual material (kg) used      AM 

Less material (kg) which should be used  (SM) 

Material difference (kg)         MD 

Multiplied by Standard price (£ per kg)      xSP 
Material usage variance (£)        V 

 

 

Material price 

 

Actual price per unit of material (£ per kg)     AP 
Less Standard price (£ per kg)    (SP) 

Price difference (£ per kg)        PD 

Multiplied by actual material (kg)   xAM 

Material price variance (£)         V 

 

 

Total material cost variance 
 

Usage variance + Price variance 

or 

Actual material cost – Standard material cost 
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Variable overhead efficiency 

 

Actual time taken (hours)          AT 

Less hours which should be taken (hours)      (ST) 
Time difference (hours)            TD 

Multiplied by Standard VOAR* (£ per hour)         xSR 

Variable overhead efficiency variance (£)        V 

 

*VOAR = Variable overhead absorption rate 

 
 

Variable overhead expenditure 

 

Actual VOAR (£ per hour)     AR 

Less standard VOAR (£ per hour)  (SR) 

VOAR difference (£ per hour)      RD 
Multiplied by actual time taken (hours)   xAT 

Var. overhead expenditure variance (£)   V 

 

 

Total variable overhead cost variance 

 

Efficiency variance + Expenditure variance 
or 

Actual variable overhead cost  – Standard variable overhead cost 

 

Note that variable overheads normally arise only during time spent on the job, not 

during idle time. 
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Fixed overhead expenditure 

 

Actual overhead expenditure    AE 

Less Budget overhead expenditure  (BE) 
Expenditure variance               V 

 

 

Fixed overhead efficiency 

 

Actual time taken (hours)               AT 
Less hours which should be taken (hrs)   (ST) 

Time difference (hours)         TD 

Multiplied by Standard OAR*(£ per hour)   xSR  

Efficiency variance (£)          V 

 

* Overhead absorption rate based on budget 
 

 

Fixed overhead capacity 

 

Actual time taken (hours)       AT 

Less Budget time (hours)             (BT) 

Time difference (hours)        TD 
Multiplied by Standard OAR*(£ per hour)  xSR  

Capacity variance (£)              V 

 

 

Volume variance 

 
Efficiency variance + Capacity variance 

or 

Budget time (hours)     BT 

Less hours which should be taken (hrs) (ST) 

Time difference (hours)       TD 

Multiplied by Standard OAR*(£ per hour)  xSR  

Volume variance (£)        V 
 

 

Total fixed overhead cost variance 

 

Expenditure variance + Volume variance 

or 
Actual overhead expenditure - Overhead absorbed*   

 

*Actual hours x Standard OAR 
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Sales volume variance  

 

Actual sales volume (units)     AS  
Less Budgeted sales volume (units)   (BS)  

Sales volume difference (units)              SD 

Multiplied by Standard profit margin (£ per unit) xSP    

Sales volume profit margin variance (£)    V   

 

 
Selling price variance  

 

Actual price per unit  (£ )     AP 

Less Standard price per unit (£)           (SP) 

Price difference (£ )                      PD 

Multiplied by actual units sold           xAS 
Selling price variance (£)                       V 
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Reconciliation 

 

Once the variances have been determined, an operating statement can be 

created, reconciling the actual profit with the budgeted profit, as shown below. 

 

Budgeted profit       X 

 

Selling price variance      X 

Sales volume variance      X 

Actual sales revenue minus standard cost of sales  X 
 

Cost variances: 

  Labour efficiency variance     X 

  Labour rate variance      X 

  Material usage variance     X 

  Material price variance     X 
  Variable overhead efficiency variance   X 

  Variable overhead expenditure variance  X 

  Fixed overhead expenditure variance   X 

  Fixed overhead efficiency variance   X 

  Fixed overhead capacity variance    X 

Actual profit        X 

 
 

Note: 

 Favourable variances are added to the budgeted profit, adverse variances are 

deducted 

 It may be appropriate to show sub-totals for different categories of variance 

 Sometimes, only the costs need reconciling (Standard cost v actual cost), in 
which case only the variances in bold are used 
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Investigation 
 

Once variances have been identified, it may not be feasible to investigate all of 

them. Prioritisation is often based on such questions as: 
 

 Is a variance significant?(Tolerances or control limits may be established to 

help with this) 

 Is there a trend? (May use graphs to monitor this) 

 Is the cumulative effect of variances significant? 

 
Before seeking a specific cause, other useful questions to ask include: 

 Has the standard been established correctly 

 Does the variance result from a temporary factor (so corrective action might 

not be needed) 

 

If the variance indicates a long-term change, it may be necessary to change the 
standard 
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Once priorities have been established, the causes of variances need to be 

identified. Some examples are shown below. 

 

 

Variance Possible Cause 

Adverse labour efficiency variance 

 

Standard production time 

underestimated 

Adverse labour rate variance  

 

Use of a higher grade of labour than 

usual in a busy period 

Adverse labour rate variance 
 

Union negotiates a higher than 
expected pay increase 

Adverse material usage variance Defective material 

Adverse material price variance 

 

Use of more expensive supplier because 

regular supplier is out of stock 

Favourable material price variance Unforeseen discount from supplier 

Favourable material price variance 
 

Imported material affected by rise in 
value of £ 

Adverse fixed overhead expenditure 

variance 

Unexpected increase in heating costs 

 

Favourable fixed overhead expenditure 

variance 

More efficient use of energy 

 

Favourable volume variance 

 

More products manufactured than had 

been budgeted 

Favourable capacity variance Overtime working 

Adverse labour efficiency variance (or 

idle time variance), plus adverse 
variable overhead efficiency variance, 

plus adverse fixed overhead capacity 

variance 

Machine breakdown 

 

Favourable labour efficiency variance, 

plus (possibly) adverse material price 

variance, plus favourable variable 

overhead efficiency variance, plus 

favourable fixed overhead efficiency 

variance 

Products produced more quickly than 

expected because material is of better 

quality than usual 

 

Favourable material usage variance and 

favourable labour efficiency variance 

 

Less rejects after equipment vendor re-

trains your staff in the use of their 

machine 

Adverse material price variance (maybe 

also adverse labour rate variance) 

Higher inflation than anticipated 
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Planning and Operational Variances (Method 1) 
 

Some of the causes listed above are controllable by the manager responsible for 

these operations, eg. “Use of a higher grade of labour than usual”. These are 
known as operational variances. Variances outside the manager’s control (eg. 

“Rise in the value of £”) are known as planning variances.  

 

Any of the variances discussed above could be divided into a planning variance 

and an operational variance. A revised standard is set to take account of the 

non-controllable change in circumstances.  
 

The labour variances are shown below. Other variances are calculated in a similar 

manner. 
 

 

 

Labour efficiency operational variance 
 

The operational variance is similar to the original variance calculation but uses the 

revised standard 

 

Actual time taken (hours)       AT 

Less revised hours which should be taken (hours) (RT) 

Time difference (hours)         TD 
Multiplied by Standard rate (£ per hour)  xSR 

Labour efficiency operational variance (£)    V 

 

 

Labour efficiency planning variance 

 
The planning variance is the cost of changing to the revised standard from the 

original standard  

 

Revised hours which should be taken (hours)   RT 

Less original hours which should be taken (hours) (OT) 

Time difference (hours)                TD 

Multiplied by Standard rate (£ per hour)          xSR 
Labour efficiency planning variance (£)   V 

 

 

Labour rate operational variance 

 

Actual rate (£ per hour)       AR 
Less revised rate (£ per hour)    (RR) 

Rate difference (£ per hour)        RD 

Multiplied by actual time taken (hours)   xAT 

Labour rate operational variance (£)        V 
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Labour rate planning variance 

 

Revised rate (£ per hour)       RR 

Less original rate (£ per hour)    (OR) 
Rate difference (£ per hour)       RD 

Multiplied by actual time taken (hours)            xAT 

Labour rate planning variance (£)      V 

 

 

 
 

Planning and Operational Variances (Method 2) 
 

Method 1 assumes (in the case of labour cost) that you already have calculated 

the efficiency and rate variances and want to sub-divide them into variances due 

to operational reasons and those due to other causes. 

 
Method 2 starts by splitting the total cost variance (for labour, in this case) into a 

planning variance and an operational variance. Each of these can then be sub-

divided into an efficiency variance and a rate variance.  

 

Note that Methods 1 and 2 produce different values for variances which have 

the same name. 

 
  

 

Total operational labour cost variance 

 

Actual labour cost (£)       AC 

Less revised standard labour cost (£)  (RS) 

Operational Labour cost variance    V 
 

 
Labour efficiency operational variance 

 

Actual time taken (hours)       AT 

Less revised hours which should be taken (hours) (RT) 

Time difference (hours)         TD 

Multiplied by revised standard rate (£ per hour) xRR 
Labour efficiency operational variance (£)    V 

 

 

Labour rate operational variance 

 

Actual rate (£ per hour)       AR 

Less revised standard rate (£ per hour)  (RR) 
Rate difference (£ per hour)        RD 

Multiplied by actual time taken (hours)   xAT 

Labour rate operational variance (£)        V 
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Total planning labour cost variance 

 
Revised standard labour cost (£)   RS 

Less original standard labour cost (£)  (OS) 

Planning Labour variance        V 

 

 

Labour efficiency planning variance 
 

Revised hours which should be taken (hours)     RT 

Less original hours which should be taken (hours)          (OT) 

Time difference (hours)                 TD 

Multiplied by original standard rate (£ per hour)                  xOR 

Labour efficiency planning variance (£)      V 
 

 

Labour rate planning variance 

 

Revised rate (£ per hour)         RR 

Less original rate (£ per hour)      (OR) 

Rate difference (£ per hour)         RD 
Multiplied by revised hours which should be taken (hours)           xRT 

Labour rate planning variance (£)         V 
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Mix and Yield Variances (material usage) 

 

Where products are made from a mixture of materials (eg mortar is made from 
cement, sand and water) in proportions which can vary, then part of any material 

usage variance may be due to a change in the mix (ie. Proportion).  

 

With processes like this, there is often a difference between the amount of 

material put in and the amount of product created. This is known as the yield, 

which is also subject to variance. 
 

The ideal or designed proportion of each ingredient is known as the standard 

mix (eg. 1kg cement: 2kg water: 4kg sand) 

 

The total variance for mix or yield is calculated from the individual values for each 

material 

 
 

Yield 

 

The yield variance is calculated as follows: 

 

1. Calculate the total loss or gain due to variation in yield (see below) 

2. Calculate the loss or gain for each material (see below) 
3. Value the loss or gain for each material by multiplying it by the standard 

material price 

4. Add the losses/gains for all the materials to obtain the total yield variance 

 

 

(1) 
Loss/Gain due to Yield =   

Total amount of material used – Material which should have been used 

 

(2) 

For each material,  

 

Loss/Gain due to Yield = Total loss/gain  x  Standard mix 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Example 

 
Use 10kg of material to make Product X 

The standard mix is 50% Material A and 50% Material B 

But only 9kg should have been used (according to the recipe) 

 

The total loss (due to yield) is 1kg 

 
For Material A, the loss due to yield is 1kg x 50% = 0.5kg 
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Mix 

 

The total mix variance is calculated as follows: 
 

1. Calculate the mix variance for each material (see below) 

2. Sum the variances for all the materials to obtain the total mix variance 

 

 

Actual material used (kg*)   X 
Less standard mix (actual total) (kg)          (X)  

Difference due to mix (kg)   X 

Multiplied by standard price (£ per kg)         xX  

Mix variance (£)     X 

 

(* or other relevant unit) 
 

 

 

 
 

Sales Mix and Quantity Variances (profit margin) 
 

When selling a range of products, the sales volume profit margin variance can be 

sub-divided into mix and quantity variances in much the same way as for material 

usage, in the previous section. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 

 

Continuing the previous example, 10kg of material are used to make Product X 

50% of this (5kg) should be Material A  (ie. the standard mix) 

Actually 6kg of Material A (6kg) are used 

 

For Material A, the difference due to the change in mix is 6kg – 5kg = 1kg 
 


